


What Are Igloos?
The word ‘igloo’ comes from the Inuit word ‘iglu’, which means a 
house built from any material.

We say ‘igloo’ to describe the homes made out of snow and ice.

An igloo is also called a ‘snow house’ or ‘snow hut’.



Who Lives in Them?
People from Canada, Greenland and Alaska used to make igloos. 
Some Inuit people still do. They make igloos as a shelter when 
travelling in the winter.

As Inuit people often move around all year, igloos are perfect for 
them to stay in during the winter.



Why Use This Shape?

Igloos are dome shaped.

They are unique because they are made from blocks of snow or ice, 
leaning in on each other without any other support.



How Are They Built?

Blocks of dry, hard snow are cut out 
using snow spades and saws. Bone 
used to be used as a tool to cut the 
snow.

A circle of blocks is usually built on 
top of a hole, gradually getting 
smaller and smaller as a dome shape. 
A block of clear ice can be added as a 
window, to let light in.

Tunnels are used as doors and animal 
skins can be used as door flaps. Ice 
and fur can be used to make beds.



What Are the Different Types?
• Small igloos – usually 

built on open sea ice as 
shelters for 1 or 2 nights 
during hunting trips.

• Middle-sized igloos – for 1 
or 2 families to live in for 
longer.

• Bigger igloos – usually in 
groups of two and could 
have up to 5 rooms, with 
room for up to 20 people. 
These were for special 
occasions and to live in.



How Do They Stay Warm?

Snow is a great insulator,  like a 
big blanket. The air pockets 
trapped in the snow keep things 
warm.

Even when the air outside is as 
low as -45 C, inside the igloo it 
can get up to 16 C, just from 
body heat.

It can get as hot as 20 C with a 
small fire or lamp. Inuit people 
can burn seal oil and then bury 
it to keep warm.



How Do You Cook in Them?

Inuit people sometimes 
cook fish and meat with 
seal oil.

A fire is often built or hot 
coals are put in a hole in 
the floor inside the igloo.

Food is then cooked on the 
rack above the heat.



Fun Facts!

• A properly built igloo is 
so strong that it can 
support the weight of a 
person standing on its 
roof!

• Skilled Inuit people 
could build an igloo in 
about one hour.

• Igloos can last forever –
as long as the 
temperature outside is 
0°C or lower; otherwise 
it will start to melt!



Build Your Own!

Become an Inuk 
and try building 
your own igloo!

Work on your 
own, with a 
partner or as a 
group.



Design

Design your igloo:

• What size do you want it?

• Will it have a window?

• How many people will it fit?

Materials

Choose your material:

• Sugar cubes

• Junk modelling materials

• Blocks

• Outdoor building blocks



Evaluate

Evaluate your own igloo, swap with a partner and 
evaluate theirs.

You might want to make improvements or try 
again after this feedback.

What worked well? Try to think of two good 
things.

What could be done to improve it?



Igloo Film
Use the link below to watch a real igloo being built.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-x5QOSqP3E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-x5QOSqP3E



